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Abstract: In this paper, we investigate rewards-based crowdfunding as an innovative financing
form for startups and firms. Based on game-theory models under asymmetric information, we test
research hypotheses about the positive effects of two main campaign features: funding target and
number of rewards. Furthermore, we examine how and when these characteristics are effective
in attracting crowdfunders, by signaling high-quality projects (target) and by pricing according to
backers’ preferences (rewards). Conditional process analysis is applied to a dataset of 1613 projects
launched on the Spanish platform Verkami from 2015 to 2018. As expected, our study shows that
market size is positively influenced by the target and the number of rewards, separately. Further
analysis gives some interesting findings. Firstly, we find significant and positive mediating roles
of social networks (in the relationship between target and market size) and of backers’ preferences
(between rewards and market size). Secondly, the main orientation of a campaign, commercial or
social, is relevant to explain previous relationships. While high funding targets are more effective
in commercial projects, a high number of rewards is more effective in the social projects. This
research provides new insights into the design of optimal crowdfunding, with theoretical and
empirical implications.

Keywords: asymmetric information; game theory; signaling; price discrimination; conditional
process analysis; entrepreneurship; rewards-based crowdfunding

1. Introduction

Crowdfunding has experienced a dramatic growth in the past decade as a ground-
breaking funding tool for startups and small- and medium-sized firms. This growing
phenomenon enables entrepreneurs to kick off innovative projects by raising funds from
large crowds through digital platforms.

While there are several kinds of crowdfunding in practice, in this paper, we examine
the prominent type of rewards-based crowdfunding, where funders/backers are compen-
sated with a particular reward. The definition of a “reward” can be very broad: it may
consist of a physical product, such as a smartwatch; an information good, such as a movie
or software; or even simple thanks for the patronage. At the beginning of a campaign,
an entrepreneur posts the description of his/her project, sets a funding target necessary to
carry out the project, and offers a relatively wide set of rewards to potential funders. Each
reward corresponds to a particular price/bid. In this regard, the project is funded with the
monetary bids of backers for rewards. When the raised amount reaches the funding target,
the crowdfunding campaign ends successfully. Therefore, the study of the conditions
in which a campaign design (defined mainly by target and reward level) is effective in
attracting large heterogeneous crowds is determinant for explaining campaign success.
This is the main purpose of our paper.

In particular, we investigate the role of social networks as a mediator in the association
between the target and market size, the role of backers’ preferences as a mediator between
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the reward level and the market size and, for both associations, the role of the project nature
as a moderator. We answer these questions, using a mediation regression analysis and a
moderated mediation regression analysis. Because our interest is to analyze those effects
for projects that are more likely to be undertaken, we consider only successful projects (the
raised amount during the campaign is beyond the target level).

A key feature of a crowdfunding campaign is that the interaction between the en-
trepreneurs and the potential future backers develops in a context of asymmetric informa-
tion. On the one hand, the entrepreneur is typically better informed about the value or
quality of the project than the backers. The backers usually receive signals (informative or
not) and decide how much to pledge to the project. On the other hand, entrepreneurs face
a high uncertainty about market demand and backers’ valuations given to their products.
In this regard, rewards-based crowdfunding is considered an information aggregation
mechanism that is extremely valuable for innovative startups (next to raising money).
For instance, even an entrepreneur with no credit constraints may use rewards-based
crowdfunding as an advertising tool, and for estimating the future demand of his/her
product.

The nature of projects may also play a relevant role to explain crowdfunding success.
As such, we refer to the entrepreneur’s main purpose with the project: whether his/her goal
is to produce a product to maximize profits (namely, commercial projects) or, by contrast,
he/she is a non-profit entrepreneur whose main goal is to benefit social community (namely,
social projects). The impact of campaign design on capturing backers’ support may crucially
depend on their main motivations, that is, the type of projects. Therefore, we are also
interested in studying the mechanisms through which heterogeneous backers direct their
support toward projects with different goals (commercial versus social community).

Therefore, our research aim is twofold: firstly, we analyze the effects of campaign
design features on market size (number of backers). We focus particularly on two main
design variables: the funding target and the reward level. Secondly, we examine how
and when these two variables can be defined by entrepreneurs to successfully attract
large crowds. The question regarding how is answered by studying the impact of two
mediators (social networks and backers’ preferences), while the question regarding when
is analyzed using the project nature as a moderator. Based on the theoretical literature
on crowdfunding, we design and estimate an empirical model to explain the strategic
relationships between entrepreneurs and backers.

Academic research on crowdfunding has very rapidly developed in recent years.
Agrawal et al. [1] and Belleflamme et al. [2] surveyed early empirical and theoretical
approaches. Kuppuswamy and Bayus [3] and Moritz and Block [4] provided also a detailed
review of crowdfunding literature. Theoretical models of crowdfunding analyze the
effectiveness of different design mechanisms under asymmetric information.

Rewards-based crowdfunding can be conceived as both a financing and selling in-
strument. Theoretical works show that funding is not fundamental for crowdfunding to
be attractive for not-for-profit and for-profit entrepreneurs. Focusing on the selling role
of crowdfunding, we find two main strands of research. Firstly, some studies analyze
crowdfunding as an incentive-compatible market test that permits to adapt production
to demand conditions (Strausz [5], Chemla and Tinn [6], Chang [7] and Chakraborty and
Swinney [8]). Here, a common assumption is that backers’ behavior depends on both their
preferences and their beliefs about the quality of the project (signaling games) and the
entrepreneurs’ reputation (moral hazard models). In the present study, we are interested
in the use of informative signals about the quality of the project. Thus, based on this line
of research, we select the funding target as the key campaign variable for signaling high
project quality and, thus, for attracting more backers. In particular, we test whether there is
a positive association between target and market size.

Secondly, a smaller number of studies assess whether rewards-based crowdfunding can
be also strategically used to discriminate pricing (Cornelli [9] and Ellman and Hurkens [10]).
The design of an optimal reward level will allow entrepreneurs to extract rent from con-
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sumer surplus by charging high prices to consumers/backers with high valuations and
low prices to consumers who value the product less. Empirical research provides strong
evidence that crowdfunding success is related to the ability of entrepreneurs to convince
backers to pledge to their projects (Mollick [11]). Thus, the reward level is chosen as the key
design variable to test our second main hypothesis about the positive effect of the number
of rewards on market size.

We also examine how and when both the quality signaling role of the target and the
price discrimination role of reward levels are expected to be effective. Extant empirical
literature has documented the importance of social networks in crowdfunding. Therefore,
in the present study, we explore the influential mechanism underlying the association
between the target and market size by looking at the interaction level of entrepreneurs with
their supporters in the platform network. In addition, researchers have found empirical
evidence that backers’ pledged amounts differ considerably among projects, which may
depend on the reward level designed by entrepreneurs. Thus, regarding the association
between reward level and market size, we study the mediating role of willingness-to-pay
(WTP, hereafter) of backers in this relationship. Lastly, we test whether the project nature
(commercial and social) moderates the conditions underlying the influence of the target
and rewards on market size.

The present research contributes to a burgeoning literature on crowdfunding by
examining the empirical conditions (associated to social networks, backers’ valuations and
project nature) under which two main theoretically studied drivers (funding target and
reward level) influence investment decisions in rewards-based crowdfunding.

The effectiveness of rewards-based crowdfunding as a mechanism to obtain feedback
on demand is partly determined by the number of people who know of the existence of the
crowdfunding campaign. In this paper, we analyze the data of one of the most important
crowdfunding platforms in Spain, Verkami. The total sample consists of 1613 projects
(1175 social projects and 438 commercial projects) launched between 2015 and 2018. All
projects were successfully financed and reached a total monetary amount beyond their
initial targets.

Our research allows to confirm the predictions based on game-theory models, and pro-
vides new insights into the crowdfunding design. The empirical findings show significantly
positive effects of the target and rewards on market size, with notable differences between
project types. In particular, we find that the effectiveness of the funding target (as a quality
signal) to attract backers is higher in market-oriented projects (with commercial purposes)
than in community-oriented projects (with social purposes). The mediating role of social
networks helps to explain these relationships. On the contrary, the attraction capacity of
rewards is stronger in the social projects than in the commercial projects. The mediat-
ing role of backers’ preferences (WTP) for paying more for social projects sheds light on
these associations.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 deals with the related
literature and research hypotheses. Section 3 describes the project sample, the variables
and the empirical models. Section 4 outlines the main findings which then are discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes.

2. Related Literature and Research Hypotheses
2.1. Game-Theoretic Models of Asymmetric Information in Rewards-Based Crowdfunding

Researchers have developed different theoretical approaches to model rewards-based
crowdfunding. Models with private value about the project’s quality were firstly studied
by Cornelli [9]. More recently, a line of research studies analyzed a moral hazard problem,
where backers are not certain whether the entrepreneur will actually deliver the rewards
or run away with the money raised from the campaign (Strausz [5], Chemla and Tinn [6],
and Chang [7]). Two funding schemes were compared: a fixed funding mechanism (all-or-
nothing, in practice), where money is refunded if the target is not met; and an alternate
funding mechanism, called flexible (or keep-it-all) funding, where there is no refund.
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These studies reveal that fixed funding is superior in controlling entrepreneurial incentive
problems. By reducing demand uncertainty, Strausz [5] found that crowdfunding promotes
welfare and complements traditional entrepreneurial financing. Chemla and Tinn [6]
showed that the value of learning the uncertain demand is high enough to overcome moral
hazard by choosing fixed funding with a high target. In a setting with greater heterogeneity
in backers’ values, Chang [7] showed that the optimal campaign uses fixed funding, being
attractive to both small and large entrepreneurs. Belavina et al. [12] studied the interaction
between performance opacity (i.e., backers do not observe the product quality) and funds
misappropriation (i.e., the entrepreneur may not deliver the reward), and proposed some
designs to mitigate these risks, such as stopping the campaign once the target is reached.

Models with private values have also been developed to study issues other than moral
hazard. Belleflamme et al. [2] studied crowdfunding with asymmetric information about
quality. They developed a signaling model with a unique price and continuous crowd.
The backers are heterogeneous in their valuations and there is no demand uncertainty.
In this context, the authors claimed that the community benefits or warm-glow is the
justification for the high valuations of backers. Ellman and Hurkens [10] proposed a
crowdfunding model with multiple prices, where warm-glow is unnecessary for (but
compatible with) high-type backers to pay a crowdfunding premium. A key result is that
a finite crowd is required to achieve a pivotal motive to implement price discrimination.
Sayedi and Baghaie [13] considered a model in which creators signal their marginal cost
of quality via their campaign design. Chakraborty and Swinney [8] incorporated the way
creators can use target funding levels to help mitigate the impact of demand uncertainty as
well as signal product quality. In their model, heterogeneity derives from intrinsic quality
levels, rather than from quality marginal costs as in that of Sayedi and Baghaie [13]. While
Sayedi and Baghaie [13] assumed that total market size is deterministic but valuations
are a stochastic function of quality, Chakraborty and Swinney [8] assumed that market
size (the number of backers interested in the product) is itself stochastic. Other theoretical
works that examined the optimal properties of crowdfunding are Parker [14] (information
cascades), Schwienbacher [15] (entrepreneurs’ risk taking) and Hakenes and Schlegel [16]
(costly signals).

In the present research, we focus on two main aspects of rewards-based crowdfunding:
the signaling of project quality and price discrimination. We next present the main elements
of two theoretical models, which support the basis for our main research hypotheses: (i) a
signaling model, which tackles the information asymmetry problem about project quality
and, (ii) a price discrimination model, which analyses the effective learning of demand
through multiple prices/rewards.

2.1.1. A Signaling Model about the Quality of Crowdfunding Projects

Here, we describe the main features of the crowdfunding model developed by
Chakraborty and Swinney [8]. An entrepreneur launches a new product/project via
a campaign on a rewards-based crowdfunding platform. The model is developed consider-
ing a single unit of the product as the only reward. The entrepreneur thus sets the reward
price p and the funding target T: (T, p) denotes the design parameters of the campaign,
namely, the strategies chosen by the entrepreneur.

The authors consider a fixed funding mechanism or aggregate fund threshold with
refunds: the campaign is deemed successful as long as the backers’ total pledges meet
the funding target; in that case, the entrepreneur receives the aggregate funding and
is obliged to deliver rewards. Otherwise, the campaign fails, backers are refunded their
pledges, and the entrepreneur does not deliver any rewards. This is the funding mechanism
implemented by the Verkami platform: all-or-nothing.

The project is assumed to be of either high or low quality. For simplicity, H-type
is used to refer to a high-quality project and its entrepreneur, while L-type refers to a
low-quality project and its entrepreneur. Backers have homogeneous valuations, vH and
vL, for the H-type and L-type projects, respectively, where vH > vL.
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The difference in quality can arise in multiple ways. First, there could be diversity of
attributes in the reward delivered by the entrepreneur, which is common with the type
of innovative products typically launched via crowdfunding platforms. Such uncertainty
in quality may directly lead to differences in utility derived from the projects offered by
the entrepreneur types. Second, heterogeneity in project quality could be also due to
the capabilities of the entrepreneur to successfully deliver the reward to backers after
the campaign meets its target. In practice, most campaign promoters on crowdfunding
platforms are amateur entrepreneurs, making their ability to fulfill contractual obligations
uncertain for backers. In this regard, differences between an entrepreneur’ abilities could
generate differences in backers’ expected valuations, vH and vL. Backers could assign
a higher probability of successfully delivering rewards to the H-type entrepreneur than
to the L-type entrepreneur. Therefore, heterogeneous valuations can be explained by
heterogeneity in the chance that an entrepreneur fails to deliver the promised reward.

Although backers are homogeneous in their valuations, they are heterogeneous in
their knowledge about the entrepreneur’s type. For instance, they are heterogeneous
in their skill to determine whether the entrepreneur is more or less likely to deliver the
reward or to accurately assess the characteristics of the project. Backers do not know the
entrepreneur’s true type and must determine this information based on the design of the
campaign and their common prior belief b′ ∈ (0, 1) of the probability that a project is of
H-type. After observing the design parameters (T, p) of the campaign, backers update
their belief b′′ = q(T, p) that the project is H-type, and pledge to the campaign as long as
their expected valuation exceeds the selling/offer price, that is, if b′′vH + (1− b′′)vL > p.

Thus, the backers’ strategy set consists of supporting a campaign or not. A backer
will support a campaign as long as his/her expected utility from pledging is non-negative
(reservation utility), given his/her prior beliefs about the quality of the entrepreneur’s
project and any information learned by observing the entrepreneur’s campaign.

A common approach used in much of the signaling literature consists of deriving an
optimal strategy that separates the H-type entrepreneur from the L-type entrepreneur based
purely on information conveyed in the design of the campaign. Thus, the strategic setting
is defined by a signaling game with incomplete information in which an entrepreneur
chooses appropriately the parameters of his/her campaign, T and p, to maximize his/her
total profits at the end of the campaign. The solution concept is given by a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium, and analyzes two possible types of equilibria: a separating equilibrium,
in which the backers can distinguish the two types perfectly (that is, their posterior belief
that the project is of high quality, b′′, is either 0 or 1), and a pooling equilibrium, where the
backers do not learn any new information from the entrepreneur’s campaign design (i.e.,
where the posterior belief b′′ is the same as their prior belief b′).

The expected profit of an entrepreneur of type i ∈ H, L is as follows:

∏
i
(T, p) =

∫ N̄

T/p
(pN − Si) f (N)dN (1)

where the total number of backers interested in investing in the project, N, is a random
variable with density function given by f (N). Si is the fixed cost required to undertake
the entrepreneur i’ project. It is assumed that SH > SL. As can be seen, the expected profit
depends positively on the number of backers, as N determines total revenues, pN.

The timing of the signaling game is as follows:

• t = 0: nature chooses the type of entrepreneur, H or L.
• t = 1: entrepreneur designs the contract or campaign (T, p).
• t = 2: agent observes (T, p) and calculates his/her posterior beliefs that the en-

trepreneur is H-type, b′′ = q(T, p).
• t = 3: agent either pledges to the campaign or not according to expected valuations

and selling price: b′′vH + (1− b′′)vL > p.
• t = 4: campaign outcome and payments are determined.
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It is worth noting that for an entrepreneur’s decision to be a signal, it must involve
some cost. Under complete information, an entrepreneur of type i ∈ {H, L} sets the
lowest possible funding target, given his/her fixed startup costs (T = Si) and price p = vi,
his/her project valuation. Consequently, in the presence of information asymmetry, the L-
type sets target T = SL and price p = vL in any separating equilibrium. The choice of
how to separate (i.e., by varying the target or by varying the price) depends only on the
H-type entrepreneur.

Chakraborty and Swinney [8] showed that the funding target is a more effective signal
of quality than the reward price, or than any combination of the two campaign parameters.
Indeed, these authors concluded that separation by varying the campaign target is the
H-type’s dominant strategy.

A second important result indicates that, though a high target will signal high quality,
as the entrepreneur increases his/her target (while keeping price constant) the probability
of failure increases, and expected profits decreases. However, the authors claimed that,
if demand is high and success occurs (the funding target is reached), a high target does
not affect the entrepreneur’s profits. This is because the risk of failure is higher with a
high target, but once achieved, revenues received from backers compensate costs. This
result is particularly important for our purposes, as our sample is composed only of
successful campaigns.

In addition to the theoretical work on signaling in crowdfunding, there is also lim-
ited but growing empirical research on the topic, with somewhat conflicting results:
Frydrych et al. [17] found that a lower target signals the legitimacy of a campaign (see
also Mollick [11] and Dikaputra et al. [18]), while Devaraj and Patel [19] found that a
higher target signals higher quality (supported also by Chung et al. [20]). Chakraborty and
Swinney [8] added to this stream by providing theoretical support for the use of a higher
target level to signal a higher-quality product.

Therefore, we will posit our first main hypothesis on the positive signaling effect of
target for the project quality and, therefore, for increasing market size.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Target is positively associated with market size.

2.1.2. A Crowdfunding Model with Price Discrimination

Multiple rewards are a salient feature of crowdfunding platforms, where every reward
is typically associated with a price. Multiple prices are relevant in practice, and matter
in theory. Here, we describe the main elements of the optimal crowdfunding mechanism
developed by Ellman and Hurkens [10]. This is the only paper to address multiple prices;
all previous studies imposed a unique price for all backers of a campaign. In particular,
Belleflamme et al. [2], Sayedi and Baghaie [13] and Kumar et al. [21] developed models
where entrepreneurs discriminate between the price paid by backers of a crowdfunding
campaign and that which would be paid by consumers of the future spot market in the
case that the entrepreneur decides to produce and sell the product after the crowdfunding
campaign. These authors showed that price discrimination proves necessary for effective
learning of demand, substantial efficiency gains, even with relatively large crowds, and re-
duction in the need for credit. However, multiple prices also introduce the risk of excessive
rent extraction, which yields the value of limiting reward quantities.

The timing of the game is as follows:

• t = 1: entrepreneur designs his/her campaign (T, p).
• t = 2: backers learn their private values and simultaneously choose their bids from R+.
• t = 3: campaign outcome determines production, consumption and payments.

Therefore, the strategies chosen by the entrepreneur are defined in terms of the
target level, T, and the pricing options, p. Likewise, backers’ strategies are given by their
particular bids/pledges for the project.

Ellman and Hurkens [10] characterized the optimal reward-based crowdfunding
mechanism for a binary type space and any crowd size. Namely, it is assumed that there
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is a finite number of backers with private heterogeneous valuations that are either high
(vH) or low (vL). These authors showed that crowdfunding fully implements the general
optimum, where bidding strategies are given by a unique Pareto undominated Bayesian
Nash equilibrium.

With a profit-maximizer entrepreneur, optimal crowdfunding design hinges on whether
the high-type frequency exceeds the ratio of low to high valuations (vL/vH). When the
frequency of high-type backers is higher than this critical value vL/vH (high frequency),
the price is set at the high valuation, p = vH , which implies that low-type backers are
excluded (E). However, when the frequency of high-type backers is below the critical value
(low frequency), the price is set at the low valuation, p = vL, and low-type backers are
included (I).

In the high-frequency (full exclusion) case, only high-type backers buy the product. Crowd-
funding adapts production to demand via a threshold set at cost (T = C) to preclude losses.
This induces production when the number of high types exceeds a cutoff (the pivot, nE).

In the low-frequency (full inclusion) case, both high and low types buy the product.
Crowdfunding again adapts production, but now sets T > C to extract rent from high-type
backers by making them sometimes pivotal for production. The optimal threshold trades
off higher rents against lower success rates. Each high-type backer pays less than with
exclusion but thanks to the payments from low-type backers under inclusion, the pivotal
number of highs needed for production is lower (nI ≤ nE). So, production is more likely,
despite the higher threshold. Therefore, a for-profit entrepreneur will choose higher targets
(above cost) in order to extract higher consumer surplus under the low frequency case.

Ellman and Hurkens [10] also derived an interesting partial inclusion case, where
crowdfunding must offer a menu of rewards and minimum prices. The entrepreneur
may implement optimal design by offering a limited number of standard rewards at the
low price, and an unlimited number of rewards at a higher price. This is a standard
practice and our main focus in this paper. In our sample, a high number of rewards
is observed in all campaigns, which suggests that entrepreneurs pervasively choose to
implement a high degree of price discrimination to include a higher number of bidders.
Empirical studies found that offering a number of reward levels broad enough to cater
to a wide crowdfunder group increases the likelihood of reaching the fundraising target
(Thürridl and Kamleitner [22], and Hu et al. [23]). Additionally, projects that offer a greater
reward structure motivate backer participation (Crosetto and Regner [24], Koch [25], and
Dikaputra et al. [18]).

Therefore, we measure the discrimination degree as the number of rewards offered
by entrepreneur. Based on theoretical predictions, it would be expected that more backers
(with different valuations under the partial inclusion case) are attracted when more rewards
are offered. As shown below, our second main hypothesis anticipates a positive effect of
the number of rewards on market size.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The number of rewards is positively associated with market size.

Once the main research hypotheses are established on the basis of theoretical models,
we will next present the subsequent hypotheses to test how and when those main effects
are expected to be observed.

2.2. The Mediating Role of Social Networks and Backers’ Preferences (WTP)

To answer the question about how market size is positively influenced by the funding
target (H1) and the number of rewards (H2), we study the role of social networks in
signaling the project quality and the role of backers’ preferences (WTP) in response to
multiple prices/rewards.

Social networks play a fundamental role in success of crowdfunding campaigns. One
of the pioneering empirical studies on reward crowdfunding is that of Mollick [11]. His
research showed how personal networks and project quality signals are associated with
campaign success. Furthermore, Bi et al. [26] found that the quality of the project and
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word of mouth are among the most relevant factors determining backers’ participation.
To measure these variables, they considered project characteristics, such as the number
of words, videos on the project or the number of “likes”. Many other works provide
evidence that news or updates posted on the crowdfunding platform during the campaign
are crucial for reaching the target, and also increase the amount raised beyond the target
(for instance, Ahlers et al. [27], André et al. [28] and Kuppuswamy and Bayus [29]).

Updates provide visibility to the project. Some of the variables commonly considered
to measure internal social capital are the successful projects that entrepreneurs have previ-
ously supported by creating an internal community with other members or the number of
connections on LinkedIn that reflect their contacts with professionals and potential backers
(Butticè et al. [30], Kuppuswamy and Bayus [31]). Crowdfunding platforms foster these
internal connections through forums, messaging, founder’s profile pages, etc. The idea of
creating a community through the use of crowdfunding networks is fundamental (Kro-
midha and Robson [32], Skirnevskiy et al. [33], and Gerber et al. [34]). Having experience in
previous projects and sharing such information with potential investors can be considered
a quality signal, which will attract more backers.

Therefore, as the mediating process in Hypothesis 1, we assume that social networks
are one key channel to communicate information about the quality of the project. If the
campaign target is an effective signal for high-quality projects, it is expected that communi-
cation between entrepreneurs and backers through social networks will reinforce/mediate
the positive association between the target and market size.

Hypothesis 1.a (H1.a). Social networks act as a mediator of the association between the target and
market size.

Regarding the rewards–market relationship (H2), according to Ellman and Hurkens [10],
a higher degree of price discrimination (a higher number of rewards) may help to expand
the market size by including low-type backers. This means that there exists a positive rela-
tionship between rewards and market size because the frequency of low-type backers (who
value the project less) increases, and therefore, the number of low-type pledges increases.
However, an optimal design may be implemented by limiting the number of rewards at the
low price without limiting the number of rewards at higher prices. In this sense, it could
be expected that average pledge to the project will increase. Empirical evidence shows a
relationship between the number of reward options and crowdfunding success. Indeed,
Cai et al. [35] found positive associations between the number of rewards and market
size (number of backers), and between the number of rewards and the average pledge.
Therefore, we anticipate that the average pledge will mediate the positive association
between price discrimination and market size. An average pledge can be considered a
proxy for backers’ preferences elicited through their WTP or bids (on average).

Hypothesis 2.a (H2.a). Backers’ WTP acts as a mediator of the association between rewards and
market size.

2.3. The Moderating Role of Project Nature: Social Projects versus Commercial Projects

Though rewards-based crowdfunding can generally respond to an entrepreneur’s
needs for both financing and reducing demand uncertainty, the nature of a project (social
versus commercial) may crucially determine the design of a crowdfunding campaign.
That is, entrepreneurs of commercial innovative projects are expected to be more worried
about demand level in a post-crowdfunding market. Even an entrepreneur with no credit
constraints may use crowdfunding for adapting production to demand and extracting rents
from consumers (for-profit entrepreneurs). By contrast, entrepreneurs of social projects
may be more concerned about how to benefit the community (non-for-profit entrepreneurs).
Therefore, while securing sufficient financing may be decisive in social projects, it may be
not so decisive in commercial projects.
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To further understand the previously hypothesized associations, we introduce the
project nature (commercial versus social) as a potential moderator of such associations and
compare campaign performance of non-for-profit entrepreneurs (social projects) to that of
for-profit entrepreneurs (commercial projects).

Empirical studies have shown robust evidence that project type is related to qual-
ity, founders’ goals, funding target or backers’ pledges (Agrawal et al. [1], Mollick [11]).
Furthermore, some researchers have revealed the importance of offering information or
updates on the project in specific sectors, such as educational technology startups, creative
industries, etc. (Hobbs et al. [36], Antonenko et al. [37], and André et al. [28]).

We, thus, make one assumption regarding how the project nature affects the associa-
tion between target and market size as well as the association between target and networks.
In particular, we anticipate that the effectiveness of a target as a quality signal will be higher
in the commercial projects than in the social projects. We also predict that social networks
will be more active in commercial projects than in social projects since entrepreneurs of
innovative products are more concerned about signaling their quality through networks
than are entrepreneurs of social projects. In this regard, the positive effect of target on the
use of social networks is conditional on the project nature (commercial versus social).

Hypothesis 1.b (H1.b). Project nature (social versus commercial) simultaneously moderates the
positive association between target and market size and the association between target and networks.

Lastly, we make a second assumption regarding whether the project nature moderates
the association between rewards and market size, and the association between WTP and
market size.

Extant literature provides strong support for the moderating effect of the project nature
in the association between the number of reward levels and market size. In fact, backers
with distinct motivations pledge to different types of projects (Ryu and Kim [38]). More
product-seeking backers appear in the commercial projects, motivated by personal gains
and tangible rewards. By contrast, other kind of incentives motivate backers interested in
social projects, such as being part of a community, or supporting a social benefit related to
environmental issues, social goals, education, disadvantaged groups, etc. (Younkin and
Kashkooli [39], Gerber and Hui [20,40,41], Rodriguez-Ricardo et al. [42], Lin et al. [43], Dai
and Zhang [44], Hong et al. [45], and Allison et al. [46]).

In particular, some studies suggest that the project nature influences the reward level.
Calic and Mosakowski [47] found a lower number of rewards for some project categories,
such as technology. From a theoretical viewpoint, warm-glow or social community benefits
could explain the use of more rewards in social projects by expanding crowdfunders’
interest toward other-regarding motivations (see Belleflamme et al. [2]). Yet, non-for-profit
entrepreneurs may well attract purely self-interested crowdfunders by promoting inclusion
via low minimum prices (Ellman and Hurkens [10]). The empirical evidence is consistent
with both explanations. Bürger and Kleinert [41] showed that backers of commercial
projects are motivated by pecuniary rewards, while rewards that engage backers with their
community matter more for cultural projects; backers of cultural projects are not altruistic
in response to symbolic rewards.

However, evidence about how project nature influences backers’ WTP is mixed.
Pitschner and Pitschner-Finn [48] observed that the average pledge is higher in social
projects than in commercial projects, which suggests that backers are willing to pay (WTP)
higher prices for projects with social goals. By contrast, Bürger and Kleinert [41] obtained
that, on average, the reward price is higher in the projects developed by commercial
entrepreneurs, compared to cultural entrepreneurs.

Based on previous research, we formulate the following hypothesis.
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Hypothesis 2.b (H2.b). Project nature (social versus commercial) simultaneously moderates
the positive association between rewards and market size and the association between WTP and
market size.

The next section describes the research design that we used to test our hypotheses.

3. Methodology
3.1. Sample and Measures

We analyze data collected from the Spanish platform Verkami. This digital platform
was created in 2010; nowadays, it has become the main rewards-based crowdfunding
platform in Spain (González and Ramos [49]). It stands out not only for the large number
of projects, but also for the high success rate of its campaigns (with the highest rate of
74% in the world). Through this platform, a total of EUR 48.5 million has been raised to
date and 9527 projects have been financed, with the participation of 1.3 million backers
(data consulted on www.verkami.com on 24 August 2021). The market for alternative
financing through rewards is at a maturity stage in Spain (Roodink and Kleverlaan [50]).
The platform uses a fixed fundraising model, known as all-or-nothing, in practice.

The total sample has 5547 projects launched on the platform from 2015 to 2018. Data
were collected in an automated way in September 2018 with a web crawling algorithm
programmed in Python. From this total sample, we select representative categories of
projects to test our hypotheses. Our data analysis is based on a total of 1613 projects,
having the fundraising campaign successfully completed at the data collection date. We
rely upon the public information provided on Verkami’s website as being indicative of the
information potential backers used to make their pledging decisions.

The Verkami platform classifies projects very broadly by category. The category of
a project is directly decided by the entrepreneur at the moment of registering his/her
project on the platform. For each primary category, the Verkami platform also uses tags for
providing further information about the project nature. Following Bürger and Kleinert [41],
we take the primary categories displayed on the platform to classify projects as a part of
the entrepreneur’s campaign strategy. Furthermore, a crowdfunding project is usually
supported by backers with different profiles and motivations but, depending on the project
nature, a particular profile predominates in each category. In line with our hypotheses, we
distinguish between projects with a main orientation towards the market, and those with
a main orientation toward the social community. Thus, projects are regrouped into two
types: commercial and social. We have collected information for 1175 social projects and
438 commercial projects.

As commercial projects, we include the Verkami categories: science and technol-
ogy, design, games and art. These types of projects are characterized by a greater pres-
ence of backers with high self-interest motivations, looking for a knowledge-intensive
or creative product (Ryu and Kim [38], and Bürger and Kleinert [41]). Other empiri-
cal studies that considered these categories or similar as commercial are the following:
Thürridl and Kamleitner [22], André et al. [28] and Parhankangas and Renko [51]. Using
the Verkami tags, we can distinguish between commercial projects with a small social
component. In our database, there are only 39 of the 438 commercial projects with a “Com-
munity” tag or an “Ecology” tag (8.9%). This represents a very small proportion. Likewise,
the art category represents only a 17.35% of the commercial projects (76 projects), and only
4 projects are performances.

As social projects, we consider the Verkami categories: community and film. In these
types of projects, there is a greater presence of backers whose main motivations are phil-
anthropic, and the projects benefit social community (Ryu and Kim [38], Thürridl and
Kamleitner [22], and Younkin and Kashkooli [39]). Some examples of social projects are the
making of cultural documentaries to enhance the visibility of historical events or places,
charity, or paying tribute to someone.

We next describe the variables used in our statistical analysis (see Table A1 in Appendix A).

www.verkami.com
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3.1.1. Dependent Variable

To measure market size, we define the variable Backers, which captures the total
number of backers who have pledged to each successfully completed project. Numerous
studies have previously used the number of backers as a dependent variable since the
individual decision to participate in a project will depend on the backers’ motivations and
the characteristics of the project (Bi et al. [26], Bürger and Kleinert [41], Allison et al. [46],
and Ahlers et al. [27]).

3.1.2. Independent Variables

The independent variables considered in this study are the funding target, the reward
levels, updates, average WTP and the project nature. The Target variable measures the
minimum amount of funding that entrepreneurs request at the beginning of the campaign.
This variable is expressed in euros for each project. In our database, all projects raised a
total monetary amount equal to or higher than the Target which means that, under the
“all-or-nothing” scheme implemented by Verkami, all backers of a campaign effectively
made their contributions (no refunds). Target represents the main explanatory variable for
testing the role of quality signaling for attracting backers.

The Rewards variable captures for each project the number of reward options from
which backers can choose. Each reward option is associated to a different price/bid.
In most cases, as the price increases, the type of offered reward will include additional
items, though it will depend on the project nature. A game project, for instance, may
increase its price by offering either expansions of the game itself or several copies of the
game in the same reward package. Rewards represents the main explanatory variable for
testing the role of pricing discrimination for attracting backers.

The interaction between entrepreneurs and backers through social networks is mea-
sured with Updates. This variable refers to the number of updates posited on the Verkami
platform during the fundraising campaign of a project. With this measure, we attempt to
capture the frequency with which entrepreneurs provide information and receive feedback
from potential funders to attract their attention. As mentioned in the hypotheses section,
Updates will be used as a mediator of the relationship between Target and Backers.

To measure the average WTP of backers for the project, we use the average price paid
for it. To do this, the total raised amount is divided by the total number of backers at
the end of the campaign. This variable will act as a mediator of the relationship between
Rewards and Backers in our statistical analysis.

Finally, the type of project is defined by a dummy variable, Project Nature, which takes
a value of 1 when the project is commercial and 0 when it is social. This variable is of
great interest for our data analysis because it defines the different paths through which the
explanatory variables affect the dependent variable.

As we explain in the next subsection, Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the conceptual diagrams
to test Hypotheses H1, H1.a, H1.b, and Hypotheses H2, H2.a, H2.b, respectively.

3.1.3. Control Variables

As control variables, we consider the existence of video and entrepreneurs’ coopera-
tion in other crowdfunding campaigns. Video is a dummy variable with a value of 1 if there
is a video posted on the campaign’s website, and 0 otherwise. Researchers have widely stud-
ied the importance of this variable for success in rewards-based crowdfunding (Bi et al. [26],
Mollick [11], Gorbatai and Nelson [52], Bi et al. [26], and Barbi and Bigelli [53]). Apart from
providing general information about the project, the content of a video also shows the
entrepreneurs’ abilities in preparing the campaign. Although the video content will clearly
depend on the product/project, it may be a relevant campaign feature to reduce information
asymmetry about the quality of the project (Courtney et al. [54]).

Lastly, the variable Entrepreneurs’ cooperation level (ECL) measures the number of crowd-
funding campaigns that entrepreneurs of a project have previously supported. The fact
that entrepreneurs have previously funded other projects may help to create internal social
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networks and build a community on the platform (Colombo et al. [55]). The projects whose
creators have collaborated in other projects are more likely to be supported by the online
community (Lin et al. [43], Zheng et al. [56]).

3.2. Statistical Models: Mediation Analysis and Moderated Mediation Analysis

As explained in Section 2, we explore the effect of Target on Backers (market size) at
three levels: firstly, from a single linear regression model (direct path); secondly, quantifying
the direct and indirect pathways through the intermediation of the number of Updates of
campaigns; and thirdly, exploring how such mediation is conditioned by Project Nature
(social or commercial). Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagrams that link the variables and
the relationships between them for each level. Thus, X → Y means that X affects Y, and the
letter on the arrow represents the regression coefficient of X in the regression equation of X
on Y. Diagram H1 in Figure 1 represents the global relationship between Target and Backers
through c. Diagram H1.a not only represents whether Target affects Backers (through c′),
but also how this effect exists through the mediation of Updates (through a and b). Then, we
will talk of a direct effect of Target on Backers when Updates are constant, and of an indirect
effect when the number of updates is taking into account (mediation analysis). Finally,
diagram H1.b tells when the direct/indirect effects estimated in the previous model can be
conditioned by Project Nature (moderated mediation analysis). That is, does the nature of
the project lead to statistical differences in the direct/indirect effects of Target on Backers?
For instance, when both direct and indirect effects are positive, a larger target will increase
the market size (Backers) directly and indirectly through a higher number of updates. Yet,
as expected, such effects may also depend on whether the project is commercial or social.

BackersTarget
H1

BackersTarget H1.a

Updates

c

c’

a b

BackersTarget

Updates

𝒄𝒄𝟏𝟏′

a2 b
a1

H1.b

Project nature
𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐′

Figure 1. Basic, mediated and moderated mediation models of Target and Updates on Backers.

In the same line, we examine the effect of Rewards on Backers, from a basic model to a
more complete one: including first WTP as a mediating variable and, afterwards, exploring
whether such a mediation can be also conditioned by the project nature. Figure 2 contains
the conceptual diagrams that summarize these steps.
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BackersRewards
H2

BackersRewards H2.a

WTP

c

c’

a b

BackersRewards

WTP

𝒄𝒄𝟏𝟏′

b
a

H2.b

Project nature

𝒄𝒄𝟐𝟐′

Figure 2. Basic, mediated and moderated mediation models of Rewards and WTP on Backers.

To test the mediation models and the moderated mediation models, a conditional
process analysis is performed (Hayes [57]) by using the macro PROCESS 3.5 for SPSS
(freely available in www.processmacro.org). This methodology is particularly adequate
to estimate, not only the direct/indirect effects of Target on Backers via the mediation of
Updates, but also to examine when such effects are conditional on the type of projects
funded through rewards-based crowdfunding. In all OLS regressions, the variables Video
and ECL are included as control variables.

Although previous research in psychology and organizational behavior has widely used
the (moderated) mediation analysis to explain associations between variables (Pollack et al. [58],
Liu et al. [59], and Wu et al. [60]), a few number of studies can be found in the literature on
crowdfunding (one exception is Calic and Mosakowski [47]).

4. Analysis

The statistical analysis of the dataset is carried out at a descriptive level in the first stage.
Secondly, in a deeper study, a mediation regression analysis and a moderated mediation
regression analysis are performed to determine the effects of the target and rewards on
market size, using Updates and WTP as mediators, and taking the project nature (social
and commercial) as a moderator in the rewards-based crowdfunding campaigns.

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

The number of campaigns considered for our study is 1613, of which 1175 are social
projects and 438 are commercial projects. The summary of descriptive statistics for the
whole sample and for each subsample is shown in Table 1. Some relevant findings are
found: (i) commercial projects attract a mean value of 192.21 backers, whereas in the
social projects, the attraction of funders decreases to 109.95, on average (although the most
attractive project is social, with 3589 crowdfunders); (ii) the average target is quite similar
in both types of projects, EUR 4781 for commercial projects and EUR 4598 for social projects,
but the maximum value differs considerably, from EUR 60,000 (commercial projects) to
EUR 200,000 (social projects); (iii) the offered number of rewards ranges from 98 (social
projects) to 39 (commercial projects), which is consistent with the previous research (see,
for example, Calic and Mosakowski [47]); and (iv) differences are also found with respect
to the number of updates at the end of campaigns, in absolute and mean values, clearly in
favor of commercial projects (maximum of 205 versus 109). Lastly, WTP is slightly higher
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for social projects than for commercial projects. On average, one backer of a social project
pledges EUR 49.07, while one commercial backer pledges EUR 45.99.

Table 1. Summary statistics.

Variables

Backers Target Rewards Updates WTP

All projects

Mean 132.29 4648.60 9.94 5.54 48.23
Std.Dev. 201.02 7797.70 5.23 10.67 31.09

Min. 6 150 1 0 7.35
Max. 3589 200,000 98 205 515.11

Social projects

Mean 109.95 4597.97 9.71 3.57 49.07
Std.Dev. 172.18 8562.64 5.12 7 28.03

Min. 9 250 3 0 9.04
Max. 3589 200,000 98 109 238.25

Commercial projects

Mean 192.21 4780.73 10.55 10.82 45.99
Std.Dev. 253.91 5224.80 5.49 15.81 38.06

Min. 6 150 1 0 7.35
Max. 3433 60,000 39 205 515.15

Table 2 presents correlation results for the whole sample and the two project subsam-
ples. As explained above, each conceptual diagram in Figure 1 is directly connected with
hypotheses H1, H1.a and H1.b. The displayed relationships are supported by the positive
correlation found between Target and Backers (r = 0.6230, p < 0.01), the positive correlation
between Target and Updates (r = 0.1382, p < 0.01), the positive correlation between Updates
and Backers (r = 0.2653, p < 0.01), and the fact that there exist notable differences between
commercial and social projects.

Likewise, the conceptual diagrams plotted in Figure 2 are used to test Hypotheses H2,
H2.a and H2.b, and are based on correlation analysis. The positive correlation found be-
tween Rewards and Backers supports H2 (r = 0.271, p < 0.01), the extant positive correlation
between Rewards and WTP (r = 0.082, p < 0.01) and the negative correlation between WTP
and Backers (r = −0.085, p < 0.01). Again, these associations differ considerably between
social and commercial projects.

Table 2. Cross correlations between variables.

All Projects

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
(1) Backers 1
(2) Target 0.6230 *** 1
(3) Rewards 0.2712 *** 0.2798 *** 1
(4) Updates 0.2652 *** 0.1382 *** 0.1315 *** 1
(5) WTP −0.0853 *** 0.2814 *** 0.0822 *** −0.0323 1

Social Projects

(1) Backers 1
(2) Target 0.7697 *** 1
(3) Rewards 0.3461 *** 0.3124 *** 1
(4) Updates 0.1507 *** 0.1442 *** 0.0944 *** 1
(5) WTP −0.0379 0.2799 *** 0.0914 *** 0.0308 1

Commercial Projects

(1) Backers 1
(2) Target 0.4092 *** 1
(3) Rewards 0.1315 *** 0.1826 *** 1
(4) Updates 0.2928 *** 0.2209 *** 0.1568 *** 1
(5) WTP −0.1337 *** 0.3606 *** 0.07644 −0.0655 1

Note: *** p < 0.01.
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The next subsection presents the statistical analysis of the effects (direct and indirect)
of Target and Rewards on Backers, and examines (i) the connection of those effects with
Updates and WTP, and (ii) whether such effects are dependent on the project type.

4.2. Results

Column 1 in Table 3 shows the results of the OLS regression analysis to estimate
coefficients on Target to Backers with Video and ECL as control variables. Columns 2 and
3 include the regression coefficients of the two-step OLS regression analysis needed to
include Updates as a mediating variable, and columns 4 and 5 are the corresponding results
when Project Nature is additionally included as a moderating variable. This last analysis
is called moderated mediation analysis. Notice that the total effect of Target on Backers is
positive, c = 0.0161 units, after controlling by Video and ECL, which confirms Hypothesis
H1. However, when Updates acts as a mediating variable, the total effect is decomposed into
two parts: a direct effect of Target on Backers (Target’s coefficient in Equation (3), c′ = 0.0155),
and an indirect effect through Updates (equal to Target’s coefficient in Equation (2)×Updates’
coefficient in Equation (3), a× b = 0.0002× 3.0752 = 0.0006). In other words, if Updates
takes a fixed value and Target increases by EUR 10 , the number of backers increases by
0.155 units; if both Updates and Target increase by one unit each, the effect on Backers is
increased by 0.0006 units. This result supports Hypothesis H1.a.

Table 3. Results of the effects of Target, Updates and Project Nature on Backers.

OLS Regression Models

Diagram H1 Diagram H1.a Diagram H1.b

Dependent variable Backers Updates Backers Updates Backers
Equation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant 37.4175 *** 0.6257 35.4934 *** −0.5321 23.4949 ***
(8.9176) (0.5749) (8.7466) (0.5706) (8.9634)

Target 0.0161 *** 0.0002 *** 0.0155 *** 0.0001 *** 0.0152 ***
(0.0005) (0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0001) (0.0005)

Updates 3.0752 *** 2.3066 ***
(0.3792) (0.3918)

Project Nature 3.4975 *** 43.1201 ***
(0.7108) (11.2477)

Target * Project Nature 0.0005 *** 0.0031 **
(0.0001) (0.0015)

Control variables

Video 13.8115 3.5399 *** 2.9257 3.6557 *** 7.1364
(9.7243) (0.6269) (9.6283) (0.5996) (9.5261)

ECL 3.4943 *** 0.4764 *** 2.0292 *** 0.3808 *** 1.4749 **
(0.6102) (0.0393) (0.6250) (0.0386) (0.6247)

R−squared 0.4011 0.1172 0.4246 0.1949 0.4404
Note: ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in brackets.

Lastly, Table 3 also shows that the effects of Target on Backers are also moderated by
the nature of the project. Thus, the impact of Target will not be the same for social and
commercial projects. The results of Equations (4) and (5) allow us to obtain a significant
total effect of Target on Backers, c′1 + ba1 = 0.0154, p < 0.01 for social projects, while
for commercial projects, this total effect is c′1 + c′3 + b(a1 + a3) = 0.0196, where a3 and
c′3 are the regression coefficients of the interaction Target*Project Nature in Equations (4)
and (5), respectively. As for the mediation model, the total effects can be decomposed
into direct/indirect effects depending on whether Updates (mediator) is constant or not.
The direct effect is obtained when Updates is fixed. Thus, Backers increases when Target
adds one unit at rate of c′1 = 0.0152 in social projects, while in commercial projects, such
an direct effect is c′1 + c′3 = 0.0183 (both are statistically significant, p < 0.01). However,
in the indirect relationship between Target and Backers mediated by Updates, the indirect
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effects are reduced to a′1b = 0.0002 in social projects and (a1 + a3)b = 0.0013 in commercial
projects. To evaluate whether the indirect effects are significant, bootstrap confidence
intervals at 95% are performed with 5000 replications. The results show CI(0.0001, 0.0007)
for social projects and CI(0.0006, 0.0030) for commercial projects. These findings agree
with Hypothesis H1.b. With respect to the OLS regression model, it can be highlighted the
acceptable explanatory capacity of the models with R− squared from 40.11% to 44.04%.

In sum, our findings show that the effectiveness of the target as a quality signal
to attract backers is higher in the commercial projects than in the social projects: the
total effect (direct and indirect effects) is 0.0196 in commercial projects and 0.0154 in
social projects. Therefore, the project type (social versus commercial) becomes a relevant
feature to explain the relationship between the funding target and market size in rewards-
based crowdfunding.

Regarding the impact of the reward level, in Table 4, column 1 includes the coefficients
of the OLS regression linked to diagram H2 in Figure 2, while columns 2 and 3 present
the regression coefficients of the two-step OLS regression needed to incorporate WTP as a
mediating variable. Lastly, columns 4 and 5 summarize the results of the inclusion of the
nature of the project as a moderator in the mediation model. Again, in all the regressions,
Video and ECT are included as control variables. Looking at Table 4, several findings can be
highlighted. The first one allows to confirm hypothesis H2 since we obtain a significant
and positive total effect of Rewards on Backers, 10.0724. This effect implies that for each
additional reward offered in a project, 10 additional backers support that project. Secondly,
WTP acts as a mediator and allows to decompose the total effect into two parts: a direct
effect with value 10.3644 and an indirect effect −0.2920, both with statistical significance.
This result supports Hypothesis H2.a. Notice that the negative value of the indirect effect
means that one additional reward induces a reduction of backers as a result of the effect of
Rewards on WTP which, in turn, negatively affects Backers.

Table 4. Results of the effects of Rewards, WTP and Project Nature on Backers.

OLS Regression Models

Diagram H2 Diagram H2.a Diagram H2.b

Dependent variable Backers WTP Backers WTP Backers
Equation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Constant −3.0186 39.7464 24.0810 39.7464 −13.164
(13.4450) (2.1557) (14.7133) (2.1557) (16.5992)

Rewards 10.0724 *** 0.4282 *** 10.3644 *** 0.4282 *** 11.5241 ***
(0.9192) (0.1474) (0.9164) (0.1474) (1.0807)

WTP −0.6818 *** −0.4949 **
(0.1546) (0.1980)

Project nature 140.2456 ***
(26.5408)

Rewards * Project nature −5.3414 ***
(−1.9662)

WTP * Project nature −0.4009
(0.3101)

Control variables

Video 31.6829 *** 6.8091 *** 36.3254 *** 6.8091 *** 39.1174 ***
(12.0039) (1.9246) (11.9820) (1.9246) (11.8580)

ECL 3.5598 *** −0.4371 3.2618 *** −0.4371 2.0651 ***
(0.7522) (0.1206) (0.7509) (0.1206) (0.7640)

R−squared 0.0902 0.0223 0.1011 0.0223 0.1263
Note: ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01. Standard errors in brackets.

However, the inclusion of Project Nature as a moderator allows us to explore whether
the direct relationship between Rewards and Backers and its indirect relationship mediated
by WTP are different between social and commercial projects. For social projects, the direct
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effect of Rewards on Backers (when WTP is fixed) is 11.5241(p < 0.01), while for commercial
projects, this value is 6.1827, (p < 0.01). A direct implication of these results is that
one additional reward is less effective for commercial projects than for social projects
in the attraction of backers (more than half). On the contrary, regarding the indirect
relationship, the indirect effect is −0.2119 for social projects, which is lower than the
corresponding one for commercial projects, −0.3836. Notice that although the number
of reward options affects positively WTP, we also obtain that the higher WTP the lower
number of backers. Thus, as expected, the indirect (mediated) effects of Rewards on Backers
are negative in both types of projects. To determine if these indirect effects are significant,
bootstrap confidence intervals at 95% were built with 5000 replications. The results show
CI(−0.4489,−0.0313) for social projects and CI(−0.9908,−0.1269) for commercial ones,
which confirms Hypothesis H2.b. As can be seen, both indirect effects are statistically
significant. Thus, when WTP is included as a mediator, the reduction in the number of
backers (caused by an additional reward) is less intensive in a social project than in a
commercial project, due to the different intensity of the effect of Rewards on WTP in each
type of project. With respect to the OLS regression models, it is worth mentioning the
acceptable explanatory capacity of the models with R− squared from 9.02% to 12.63%.

Therefore, our findings show that the effectiveness of rewards in attracting backers
is lower in the commercial projects than in the social projects: the total effect (direct and
indirect effects) is 11.3122 in social projects and 5.7991 in commercial projects. Therefore,
the project type (social versus commercial) becomes a distinguishing feature to explain the
relationship between the reward level and market size in rewards-based crowdfunding.

Finally, to illustrate the moderating effects of Project Nature more intuitively, we
develop graphs to exhibit the distinguishing effects in Figures 3 and 4. All the graphs
shown in Figures 3 and 4 depict three specific values of the variables: the 16th, 50th and
84th percentiles (Hayes [57]). The left graph in Figure 3 displays that the market size
of commercial projects is larger than that of social projects, this difference being more
pronounced as the target increases. Thus, increasing the funding amount requested will
attract crowdfunders to a greater extent in commercial projects, compared to social projects.
Furthermore, as shown in the right graph in Figure 3, the increase in the number of updates
due to a higher target is much greater in the commercial projects than in the social projects.
In other words, the communicating interactions between entrepreneurs and backers become
considerably more intense in those commercial projects requesting high funding targets.

Analogously, the left graph in Figure 4 depicts how the difference in market size
between commercial and social projects reduces as the number of reward options increases.
Additionally, the rate at which the market size increases as the reward level broadens
is much higher in the social projects. Lastly, if we consider the (negative) effect of WTP
on Backers plotted on the right graph, it can seen that the market size decreases more
quickly in the commercial projects as WTP increases. Notice that the differences in market
size between social and commercial projects gradually decrease as projects offer a greater
number of rewards and the backers’ WTP is higher.
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Figure 3. Relationships of Target-Backers and Target-Updates by project type.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Relationships of Rewards-Backers and WTP-Backers by project type.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we focused our attention on the twofold use of rewards-based crowd-
funding as a market test for adaptation of production to demand, and as a financing tool.
In particular, after analyzing the impact of two campaign features chosen by entrepreneurs
(funding target and number of reward options), we studied how (the mediating role of
updates and WTP) and when (the moderating role of project nature) these features may
determine the success of a fundraising campaign in terms of the number of crowdfunders
who support it (market size). This research adds several novel findings to the literature
on crowdfunding.

The role of funding target to attract crowdfunders, typically found in previous studies
(Devaraj and Patel [19], Chung et al. [20] and Chakraborty and Swinney [8]), is mediated
by the level of communication between entrepreneurs and backers. In this regard, part
of the increase in market size due to a high target seems to be explained by the positive
relationship between the target and the number of updates posted on the campaign website.
Furthermore, we also find that such effects do not occur equally in all projects. In projects
of a social nature, the attracting role of the target is smaller than in those projects of a
commercial nature. This result suggests that the updates may contribute to reduce backers’
uncertainty about the quality of projects. Backers who support commercial projects face
the risk of not receiving the product or of delivery delays. Thus, publishing updates during
a campaign allows entrepreneurs to provide backers with information to reduce their
perceived risk. On the contrary, although backers of projects of a social nature also expect
entrepreneurs to fulfill their contractual obligations, their main objective is that the idea or
project raises funding enough to be developed, thereby benefiting the social community.
Yet, the updates also help backers to reduce their fear of being cheated in social projects;
for instance, when there is no real project and the entrepreneur runs away with money.

Our results are consistent with the idea that price discrimination facilitates rent extrac-
tion from consumers and increases market size, as the theory predicts. Taking the number
of reward options as a proxy for pricing strategy, we have found a positive relationship
between the number of rewards and market size. Offering a wider variety of rewards
allows to attract low-value backers through low prices and high-value backers through
high prices (Ellman and Hurkens [10]). As a novelty, we have also found that such a
relationship is mediated by backers’ WTP. While a higher number of rewards increases the
WTP, holding all other variables constant, the higher the WTP, the smaller the market size.
Therefore, the total effect of an increase in the number of rewards on market size is slightly
reduced. Furthermore, our study shows that the negative impact of WTP is more intense
for commercial backers than for social backers. As Bürger and Kleinert [41] posited, backers
of commercial projects behave similarly to consumers of a product in a market. In this
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regard, social backers may be less sensitive to prices when they value reward attributes
other than a product. These results suggest that, although the market size may be smaller
in a social project than in a commercial project (as in our study), the crowd of a social
project may value the community impact more highly and, thereby, may be willing to
choose highly priced rewards. This is also in line with our previous result regarding that,
as the reward level increases, the difference in market size between commercial and social
projects reduces. Higher rewards may attract more pro-social people willing to support a
social project.

6. Conclusions

This research has also practical implications for the crowdfunding design. Preferences
of backers and structure of the crowdfunding industry have moving targets (Calic and
Mosakowski [47]). In this regard, our results may facilitate the creation of specific instru-
ments or rules in a platform for the development of social and commercial projects. Our
study may also help entrepreneurs who wish to launch a rewards-based crowdfunding
campaign. Knowing how the backers’ profile interacts with the campaign features is of
great interest for the design of a successful campaign.

Finally, the current study has several limitations, which may support avenues for
future research. First, we selected only two types of projects and only one crowdfunding
platform. In practice, there exist a great variety of mixed projects in which backers’ profiles
are very diverse. It would be interesting to study the behavioral patterns of different
profiles that support the same project in order to define optimal funding/commercial
strategies in rewards-based crowdfunding. Second, our database is limited in terms of
the variables available. In particular, we do not have information on the price range of
each project. Another potentially fruitful avenue for future work lies in studying how
price dispersion influences the response to funding/commercial strategies by the crowd.
Likewise, we only considered campaigns using a fixed funding scheme (the scheme used
by Verkami). Yet, understanding how the funding scheme (fixed or flexible) determines
the use of a target to attract crowds may provide promising future research on optimal
campaign design.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Description of variables.

Variable Definition

Backers Market size: number of crowdfunders who support a project
Target Minimum funding target set by the entrepreneurs of a project (in euros)
Rewards Number of reward options offered by the entrepreneurs in a project
Updates Social networks: number of updates published on the campaign’s website
WTP Backers’ willingness-to-pay: total raised amount (in euros) divided by total number of backers
Project Nature Binary where 1 = commercial project; 0 = social project
Video Binary where 1 = the campaign shows a video of the project; 0 = the opposite
ECL Entrepreneurs’ cooperation level: number of other campaigns supported by entrepreneurs
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